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Why is it important to ensure that certain areas of natural
beauty are preserved?

How does an area of the country become legally preserved
and protected?

lB70: The Langford Expedition

To scrutinizel the claims,
Nathaniel Langford organized
an expedition in 1870. \Afhen

Langford returned from the
Yellowstone area, he wrote a
magazine article about what
he had seen. The article was

illustrated with drawings that
were based on Langford's verbal
descriptions to the artist.

Langford hoped that the
United States Congress would
vote to set the Yellowstone lands
aside as a park for everyone to
enjoy. But there was a problem.
Many people doubted that the
Yellowstone area was anyhing like Langford's description of
it. Nonetheless, the idea of a national park, which everyone
could appreciate and enjoy, was born.

lscrutinize to inspect or examine

&ps%ffiffiffiffiKffiffiK
r Native Americans called the place Yellow Rock River,

probably because of the color of the sandstone bluffs that
line a portion of the banks of the Yellowstone River. V\rhen

explorers told stories about the area, they said it was a place
where the earth rumbled and shook under their feet. Smoke

billowed upward from the cracks between the rocks, and
enormous jets of hot water shot from the ground. Pools of
boiling mud interrupted the landscape, and the river had cut
a vast canyon with steep walls.

Many people refused to believe what the explorers said.
It all seemed too fantastic to be real.

PRIMARY AgUS SFC&ruFARY

SOURCES A primary source is

a document, speech, image, or

other piece of evidence created

by someone who was present

when an event occured. A
secondary source is something

created or written about an

event that the writer did not
experience. Often the writer of
a secondary source uses primary

sources as evidence to support

ivhat is written. Look at
paragraph 3. Why did Langford

travel to the area? ls his

illustrated article a primary

source or a secondary source?



lBTl: The Hayden Bxpedition

Dr. F. V Hayden decided to persuade Congress to make

Yellowstone a park by leading another expedition there to

find and bring back indisputable evidence. A geologist,

Hayden was often called upon by the United States govern-

ment to do land surveys. One of his jobs was to survey the

territories that the United States had annexed.2 He had

already seen Yellowstone, so he knew that its wonders were

real. However, he needed evidence.

As William Henry Iackson wrote in his autobiography,

Time Exposure:

That was where I came in. No photographs had

as yet been published, and Dr. Hayden was

determined that the first ones should be go o d'

A series of fine pictures would not only supplement

his final report but also tell the story to thousands

who might neuer readit.

Hayden recruited Jackson for thebxpedition. Jackson

had already made a name for himself with his photographs

of the American West, and this was not his first trip to
Yellowstone. He knewwhat to look for, and he had a good

idea of the kind of photographs thatwould prove the area

was something special that should be preserved.

Hayden's expedition spent the summer of 1871

exploring the Yellowstone area. They returned with
photographs that revealed a place even more arnazing
than the stories had made it seem.

2annexed taken possession of

V,

soMAtN-SpHClFle
V*CABULARY Many subjects

or fields of study use vocabulary

that has a specific meaning

within that subject, ln

paragraph 5, the word surueys

is specific to the fields of

geography and geology. What

do you think it means within
these fields?

COMPARE AilID COI{TRAST

T=XTS When comparing texts,

you look for similarities and

differences between two or more

texts. The basis for comparison

can include many things: genre,

point of view facts and opinions,

and approaches to the topic,

Paragraph 6 includes an excerpt

from an autobiography-a text
written by a person about his

or her own life. ln what ways

is the text of the autobiography

different from the historical text

in paragraph 5? ln what ways is

it the same?

GIOSSARY A glossary

of specialized words that appear

in the text, along with their

definitions. lt is usually found at

the end of the text. Which word

on this page would likely appear

in the glossary of a social

studies book?

,..ffi
is a list



, , A fact is some-

,- -: ihat can be observed or

: .: . 3lr, An opinion is a personal

, =,', that sorneone believes

- rout a certain issue. A reasoned

..igment is similar to an opinion

n that it can change from

:erson to person. However, it is

aased on facts, logic, or reasen,

Look at paragraph 9. Was the

iCea that Yellowstone was
"i'/orthless" a faci, an opinion,

or a reasoned judgment?

.....
... -: .

..

An author may use a nlap 0r

other graphic to further explain

or enhance the words of a text.

Look at this map of Yellowstone

National Park. What do you

notice about the entrances, and

rvhy do you think they were

designeel this way?

.,'-.,,1'..t'

...-.-..'.

'.:'..

lB72t Success!

N{eann'hile, back in Washington, Langford had run into
some people who had an aversion3 to the idea of making
Yellor,r,stone a national park. Some people in Congress

thought Yellowstone seemed "\r,orthless" because the area

didn't have any exploitablea resources. They didn't think
Yellowstone was valuable.

\,Vhen Langford explained the problem to him, the
recently returned Dr. Hayden had an idea. Before the
Yellon'stone National Park bill came up for a vote, he placed
a selection of Iackson's photographs on the desk of every
member of the Senate and House of Representatives.

Jackson's photographs \'vere persuasirre. In 1871,

people \vere not used to such images. A photograph was

a remarkable thing, and the members of Congress had
never seen photographs like these. Nor had they ever seen
land like the place that the photographs shorved.

3aversion feeling against

aexploitable able to be used to make monev or for some other benefit

,' '.,'t.,.



Fortunately, Hayden's idea rvorked. After viewing

Jackson's photographs, Congress voted in favor of making

Yellon stone the first national park in the United States'

Today, more than 3 million people visit the park everyyear'

It seerns that none of these people r,vould consider the park's

geysers, hot springs, r'r'aterfalis, and n'ildlife "worthlessl'

hlow to Become a National Park
A community or a local organization submits a

proposal to the National Park Service.
I

Y

The National Park Service surveys the area for these criteria:
o lt is an outstanding examph of a certain resource'

. lt exhibits a complete and undamaged example of the resource.

r lt illustrates natural or cultural themes of the United States.

. lt offers exceptional opportunities for recreation or for scientific study.

I

v
The National Park Service submits its study to Congress'

J
Y

Congressional committees hold hearings'

I
v

Congress votes on whether the area should become part of
the National Park SYstem'
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Comprehension Check
Look back in "A Place to Protect" to follow the series of events that led to the
establishment of the first national park in the United States. Think about the actions
different people took to make Yellowstone a national park. Use the graphic organizer
to understand this sequence of events.

:il : :

:: .t-: : :

*

T : ::
\.

I

::: :::: il ::::: ::
i Yellowstone becomes the first national park in the United States. :

------ r :
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Listen and learn

Vocabulary
Use the word map below to help you define and use one of the highlighted vocabulary

words from the share and Learn reading or another word your teacher assigns you.
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What do you think explorers of the American West expected
to find?

What are the advantages and risks of exploring new territory?

{}n the Lewis and C|ark Trail
F+a -, 
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Circle one fact and

underline one opinion in

paragraph 1. ls the opinion

a reasoned judgment?

Why or why not?

You can fly from St. Louis, Missouri, to Astoria, Oregon,

in about five hours. Or you can follow in the footsteps of the
explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark and travel some

3,700 miles up the Missouri River, across the Rocky Mountains,
and down the Columbia River to the Pacific coast. For speed, take

an airplane, but to have more fun, you might want to visit some

spots along the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail.

The Corps of Discovery

In 1803, the United States purchased the Louisiana Territory
from France. Much of this huge expanse of land was wilderness,
knornrn only to the Native Americans who lived there. President
Thomas Jefferson wanted to know what the land and its animals
and plants were like, and if there was a water route that would
lead to the Pacific Ocean. He also wanted to establish friendly
relations with the Native Americans. Jefferson asked his trusted
secretary, Meriwether Lewis, to lead an expedition. Lewis

enlisted William Clark as his co-leader. Together, they assembled
a group called the Corps of Discovery. Thirty-three volunteers,

mostly from the U.S. Army, gave more than two years of their
lives for the adventure of a lifetime. After months of planning,
the Corps of Discovery set off from what is nowWood River,

Illinois, on May 14,lBO4. You can read
the history of the expedition's
remarkable adventure in the
landscape of the Lewis and
Clark Trail today. The trail,
winding its way through
parts of eleven states, lets
you retrace portions of the
journey by water, car, and on
foot. Read more to learn about
highlights of the trail.

E==E 
=E=1.:{.:TEJffiS

Underline the words and

phrase(s) that indicate the

text structure. ls this article

structured chronological ly,

by cause/effect, or by

comparisoni contrast?

.,=, t=t 1='l *€ 3E F 4, i* f,F
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ET Efl; Hl'flS

What kind of information is

provided in this passage?

Hor'v is it different from the

information provided in
'A Place to Protect"?
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Up the MightyMissouri

The expedition proceeded up the Missouri River by boat,

stopping to meet with Native Americans wherever they found
them. Near Sioux City, Iowa (1), you can visit a monument to

Sergeant Charles Floyd, the only member of the Corps to die

during the expedition, probably of a burst appendix. His

comrades buried him on a rounded hili, which Lewis and Clark

named Floyd's Bluff. The expedition spent its first winter at Fort

Mandan, which they built near a cluster of Mandan and Hidatsa

villages in what is now central North Dakota. A reconstruction
of the fort (2) is located about 12 miles south of the original

site. Several miles north of that is the Knife River Indian
Villages National Historic Site (3). Here you can see a film and

exhibits about the Mandan and Hidatsa as well as a furnished

reproduction of a Hidatsa earthen lodge. In June 1805, Lewis and

Clark reached the Great Falls (4) of the Missouri River at what is

now Great Falls, Montana. It took the expedition a month to

carry six huge dugout canoesl and many supplies 18 miles

around the falls. At the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail

Interpretive Center in Great Falls, exhibits cover the whole

Lewis and Clark journey.

A hands-on exhibit called the Missouri River Mile-O-Meter
lets you experience how difficult it was to haul the canoes

upriver. At another exhibit, you can hear the four-language

translation chain Lewis had to use to bargain for horses with the

Shoshone (English to French to Hidatsa to Shoshone).

ldugout canoes canoes made from holiowed-out tree trunks

The Trail of the Lewis and Clark Expedition

1.--.'-\ :\ _
wrcosn )1 'n' '- - -:'i i,,,**;3'.;f3

'-"---:-7-

e*r*eL#Sf*ffi What

conclusion can you draw

about the difficulty of the

expedition? Circle the

details and evidence that
led you to that conclusion.

€L*SS&RY Underline any

words in this paragraph that
would likely be found in

a glossary,

v:5*et :h:F*RffiAY!$tu
At what point on the trip

home did Lewis and Clark

separate? Where did their

paths meet again?

|''
- 

Vvg5t[eund Route

- 
Eastbound Route

- 
Lewis' Eastbound Route

Clark's Eastbound Route

Louisiana Purchase
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**MAIH-5F€EIFI{
VGCABULARY What does

the geology-related word

terrain mean? How can you

verify its meaning?

PRIMARY ANS
SECONDARY SStJREgS

ls the quotation from

Sergeant John Ordway's

writing a primary source

or a secondary source?

Explain how you know

gT€Fs Iru A FRC{855
Which detail in this process

shows that a territory could

not become a state based

on population alone?
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Across the Mountains to the Sea

\,Vhen the explorers reached the Rocky Mountains, the

expedition followed the Lolo Trail (5) over the Bitterroot Range.

They crossed some of the most rugged terrain in the mountains
in freezing, wetweather and on starvation rations. Today, there

are hiking trails that will give you a taste of the trip without the
hardships endured bythe expedition. Eventually, the team
reached the great Columbia Rive4 where the men built canoes

and rode the river to the Pacific Ocean. Since winter was coming,

the men constructed Fort Clatsop (6) near what is nowAstoria,
Oregon. Near the original site stands a reconstruction of the fort,
where interpreters will answer your questions and let you test out
Clark's bed or try on a buckskin jacket.

GoingHome

s On March 23,1806, the expedition headed home. About
28 miles east of present-day Billings, Montana, Clark climbed a

200-foot sandstone rock, which he named Pompey's Pillar (7) in
honor of the expedition's youngest member. On a path leading
to the top, Clark inscribed his name and the date. Today, at
Pompey's Pillar National Historic Landmark, you can see the
inscription and take a guided walk that covers local history,
animals, and plants. The expedition arrived in St. Louis on
September 23, 1806. As Sergeant John Ordwaywrote, ". . . the
people of the town gathered on the bank and could hardly
believe that it was us, for they had heard and had believed that
we were all dead and were forgottenJ' And they have not been
forgotten since. Iust over two hundred years latel their history-
making journey can still be read in the landscape of the
AmericanWest.



Anchor Standard Discussion Question
Discuss the following questions with your peer group. Then record your answers in the
space provided.

1. Even though "On the Lewis and Clark Trail" is a historical text, it projects a unique tone.

In the box, list words or phrases that contribute to the tone of the passage. On the lines

below, explain how the connotation of these words reveals the author's attitude toward

his or her subject.

l
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Gomprehension Gheck
1. How is the text mainly organized in "On the Lewis and Clark Trail"?

2. Summarize Lewis and Clark's journey, making sure to describe events in the order

they took place.

3. Compare and contrast the articles "A Place to Protect" and "On the Lewis and

Clark Trail." Are they primary or secondary sources? Explain how you know.

Read another historical text, "The Second War of lndependence,"
independently. Apply what you learned in this lesson and check your
understanding.
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